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. 1. INTRODUCTION . .

In most semiconductor laser mode * theories |l-27|, the ]aser is

regarded as a waveguide, and the mirrors are assumed to reflect an

exact image of the incident beam, at most ̂ attenuated by the mirror

not being totally reflective. This is a reasonable approximation if

the mirror are perpendicular to the waveguide and the waveguide has

lateral dimensions of several wavelengths. The approximation breaks

down for thin double heterostructures or"for non perpendicular

* mirrors '|2.8|.

In .the present paper we propose a new method of arriving, to an

approximate solution into mode problems which cannot be treated by

the traditional methods. Basically the idea is to treat the laser

mode ..as an eigenfunction of an operator equation so that the

mathematical methods devellbpped to treat the wave equations in"

quantum mechanics can be used as tools to solve the. equation.

2. THE TRADITIONAL METHOD

We shall use as an example the mode solution given by Zachos and

Ripper | 1 j for the stripe geometry homostructiire semiconductor

laser. We shall repeat here the main results of that paper since

they are going to be useful later in> this work.

I-
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It was assumed that the refractive index did not dependend on the

longitudinal or z direction (perpendicular to the mirrors) and. could

be expanded on a series:

2 2 1/2
~ ( ^ ) - (£ )' + higher order terms] (1)

where x is the transverse direction perpendicular to the junction

and the origin is chosen at the maximum of the index of refraction

to eliminate first order terms. It was shown that the higher order

terms, could be neglected and that the waveguide modes are given by:

(2)

where- X is a constant andmn

(3)

exp- [

and

OX. \e

irn irn

(4)

(5)

The function H is the Hermite polynomial of order" m, and the

beam widths u ,'u are.given by
•. . ox oy •

. (6)

•The mirrors were assumed to be totally reflective and to reflect
•

the same.field distributions that reaches them or in effect just

changing the sign of exponent in (2).T)us imposes a boundary condition

I
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"'mnq L • •' .

.where q is an integer and L the distance between the two mirrors.

Thus the mode solution becomes

mnq mn
Ym(y) cos
m

(8)

Obviously this method could not take into account non uniform

mirror reflectivity or inhomogeneities of the laser medium.

3. THE OPERATOR EQUATION

Let us consider an eletromagnetic wave whose field distribution

is £ (x,y,z) and is propagating in the z direction in a medium which

can. have gain. After traveling a distance dz the field distribution

is S'(.x,y,z+dz) than we can define an operator 3G(z) by the equation:

(x,y,z+dz) = dG(z) t (x.y.z) (9)

After traveling from z to a'point z, the field distribution will

be given by

Elf(x,y,z1) = Jl|
2l dG(z) E(x.y.z) (10)

where the simbol n| 1 dG(z) stands for the product :

z

dG(z1).dG(z1-dz)...dG(z+dz).dG(z) (ID

A laser is an oscillator where the eletromagnetic waves travels a

closed path returning' to the same point. Assuming that we arbitrarily

chose the point 1. of .coordinates (x,, ,y.z.) as a starting (and finish_

ing) point and. we start'with an arbitrary wave distribution'^(x^ ,yj,?..)

we shall have after a round trip:

P' f\- v 7 1 «= n % fv v ? 1 M ?1
11 1*1 > ) i ' ' w " • i i i 1 > l * ' | » ) r ' | t * i J V.A'J
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where
1

'G,, = n I • dG (x,y,z) (13)

' If the field distribution E(x, . y , ^ ) were a laser cavity mode

then after a round trip the field \*ould reproduce itself except for

a proportionality constant. This can actually be used as the definition

of a laser mode. Thus, a laser mode is in eigenfunction of the

operator equation :

n

*1= g.E (14)

It is interesting to note that if a different starting point 2

were chosen we would have a different eigenfunction but the same

eigenvalue. It is easy to see that

G12'G21

Thus the equation (14) becomes

b12 21 g fc

Let us operate at the left with the operator G?1

G21G32(G21 ^ = S (G21 £l5

(15)

(16)

(17)

u

Since :

The field

G21G12 = G22

.Gn.

(18)

(19)

is an cigenfunction of the operator G-5 with the same eigenvalue g,
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The physical interpretation is obvious, in general the field of

the laser mode is different at different points of the cavity and

knowing the field (the eigenfunction) at point 1 we can find it at

point 2 using.eq. (19). The eigenvalue g corresponds to the round •

trip gain of 'the laser mode and does not depend on the starting

point.

Thus in equilibrium the threshold condition can be defined by

g - 1 . (20)

4. THE IDEALIZED HOMOSTRUCTURE LASER

To show a possible application of the eigenfunction method let us

go back to the problem treated in section 2. First let us keep the

assumption of totally reflective mirrors. As shown in Fig. 1 let us

call 1 the point just after mirror Av 2 just before mirror B, 3 just

after mirror B and 4 just before mirror A.

By symmetry

G21 = G43 *'% .'

and

G32 = G14 = Gm

Thus the -laser equation is given by . •

GU & " V W b S1 • 8 fil ' C23)

or because of the symmetry

Let us' now analyse each of the operator .separately.First the bulk,

ttasicaly we arc back to the waveguide problem.If the field distribution
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£ is supposed to be the solution given by Eq. (2) we have

where L is the lenght of the laser.and a is the gain per unit

length of the laser.

If we now assume that the mirror is totally reflective and

reflects exactly the same field distribution.we have :

(26)

no matter what is the field distribution E".

" * Solving equations (24), (25) and (26) and applying the threshold

condition g = 1 we get again Eq. (7) and o = 0.

Let us now assume a dieletric mirror, with a constant r.eflect-

ivity R,; independent of the wave shape..

Gm t = R|exp (i*)].£ • (27)
. . . ^

where <|/ is a phase delay introduced by the dielectric mirror.

' In this case the solution of Eq. (24) will lead to :

a -iln(i) ; ; (28)
mn L R

• = V

5. THE "REAL" HOMOSTRUCTURE LASER-THEORY

In the previous section the eigenfunction method was illustrcd

with a problem which could as easily be treated by conventional

methods.. Let us now tackle a problem which cannot. In reality^ a

•dielectric mirror, does not have a constant reflectivity"; for a plane
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wave the .reflectivity depends on polarization and on the incidence

angle. For a non plane wave such as the Hermite Gaussian waves, the

mirror actually does not reflect exactly the same mode distribution,

since the mode can be considered as a combination of plane waves ,

each'with a different•reflectivity.

Since in the direction parallel to the junction (y) the " mode

dimensions are much bigger than the wavelength, we can ncgglect its

contribution £o the mirror reflectivity; in this direction the plane

wave approximation is a reasonable one. The same is not true in the

direction perpendicular to the junction (x), where confinement

reduces considerably the dimensions. Thus to simplify the equations

we shall treat the problem as a two dimensional (x-z) problem since

it was shown by Zachos and Ripper | 1 | that the mode equation can

be separated in its x and y component.

...' If- the mirror reflection does not have exactly the same contribution

of the incident wave; then we can write :

G £m" mnq =. tmnq (30)

or from (2)

6m Amnq Xm Yn

(31)

thus we can write ignoring the y and z dimensions

mm m (32)

which means- that only in the x direction the reflectivity vnriiition

is considered.
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Since it can be proven that 'the set of Hermite Gaussian functions

. is a complet set \ we can rewrite (32) as :

xi

where a . are constants to be determined.

(33)

Ignoring the y and z dependencies Eq. (25) can be rewritten as

G, X = g X
b m , hm m

(34)

where

exp (35)

and the full mode equation (24) written in,matrix form becomes

Gm Gb

xo'
X l

X i
t

•

S3

fioaoo g o a oi : : # E o g oi '

giaio giair--giaii-

i IO ̂ i i .a
a

X,

Xi
(36)

1. It is easy to show that in analogy to the solutions of a
t

SchrOedinger equation, the solutions of any mode wave equations,

form a complete set.

I
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We can always find a rotation operator R such that the matrix

above is diagonalized :

8oaoo 8oaoi - • go aoi '*
8 i a io 8 i a n ••••• 8 i a i i "

R

b»0 0 ... 0

0 b.O ... 0

0 0 bo... 0

0 0 0 ... b,...

(37)

This rotation operator is Hermitian with the operators G and

G, so that (35) can be rewritten as :

Xn bQ0 0 ...0 ...

0 b-0 ...0 ...

where

R

X.

x.

xi

0 O.b--••0

0

• •

0

• «

0 b . • . .

« * • * • •

Xi

(38)

(39)
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From (38) we see that the equations, are decoupled and we can

write : • .

G G, X = b X (4 0 )
. . . m b Y Y Y . • K '

so X are the eigenfunctions in gain operator equations and correspond

to the mode distribution of the laser in the x direction. Note that •

Eq. (39) actually corresponds to a linear combination of the unperturbed

Hermite Gaussian modes. We can see here the similarity with the

infinite order perturbation method used in Quantum Mechanics.Actually

it should be noted that although in theory the matrices involved are

of infinite dimensions, the convergence is very fast because the

gain coeficients g. are very small except for very low orders i of

the. modes.

In practice solving the mode equations, the problem is to determine

the coeficients a. of Eq. (33).

-n order to determine the mirror reflectivity we have first to

transform the wavefunction X into a combination of plane waves.

This can be done by Fourrier transform, noting that except for a

scaling fac.tor the Hermite-Gaussiah Functions transform into them-

selves.thus :

d k (41)

where

(42)

For each of the plane waves e x , the mirror reflectivity is
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RTE
- n coSO" '-' /l-n sen 0
~ - f~^2 IT
n cosQ +./l-n sen 0

(43)

for the TE polarization (Is parallel to the junction plane) , and

RTM '
- / - 2 2 -
n /l-n sen 0 - cosO

/ -2 2~". n /l-n sen 0 + cosO

"(44)

for the TM polarization (S perpendicular to the junction plane) ,

where we define :

-1 x
e = tg l -Z (45)

Thus X' as defined in Eq.. (32) can be given by

X; (x) = I R(KX) Fm (kx).e
ikxX dkx (46)

If we assume X to be normalized
• . • m

mi
;. (x) X. (x) dx (47)

the. condition

b ± 1

th

(48)

defines the threshold condition for the m order mode. In general .

the zero1 order mode will have the lowest threshold, because its

field is more concentrated near the gain region. Thus g. becomes

rapidly smaller as i increases and because of this the diagonalization
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of the matrix can be performed relatively few components.

It should be noted that as we introduce a mirror characteristic

in which the eigenfunctions of -<G, are not eigenfunctions of G

the eigenfunctions of the total gain ^ G.G G, a r e n o t eigenfunctions

of either G^ or G, . Physically this mean that the change in intensity

and field distribution introduced by the mirror is exactly cancelled

by the change introduced by the bulk amplification. Another point to

be noted is th.at gain guiding is automatically taken into account by

the way G^ is calculated.

6. THE REAL HOMOSTRUCTURE LASER - COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

In order to calculate the modes of a homostructure, some

assumptions on the device had to be made. First the index of

refraction was assumed to obey Eq.(1) with X£ = 17 pm and n = 3.6

which was the average value found by Zachos and Ripper £ 1 J. This

leads to u = 1.12 pm taking a wavelength of 0.84 pm. To calculate

the bulk gain, we assume for simplicity a region of constant " loss

C, outside it. Thus .

an =
ox

(-C,)
1 m

-d/2

x ; d * + (-C2) dx

d/2

(49)

/Zas X" (—=—x) is" normalized, we get :
wox

%= - c 2 + 2 < ? i + c2> s i I x ; d x

The following values were used for the constants :

d/2

. (50)

^E
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.1

L

d

380 pm

2.30 ym (51)

C2•- 125 cm
-i

C. was assumed to be an adjustable gain parameter linked to . the

current necessary to satisfy the threshold condition (48). It should

be noted that C., and C2 refer to field amplitude gain; so this values

are half of the usually found in the literature which refer to

intensity gain.

Using this conditions we solved the problem with the aid of a

digital computer (PDP-10), using'a (10x10) matrix. The convergence

is quite good and in fact little diference is found in the 0 order

mode if a (6x6) matrix is used.

For TE mode (pollarization parallel to the junction), to achieve

threshold (b^ =1.000 ) we need :

20.74 cm-1 (52)

0.0061 0.0001 (S3)

For the same gain C, in the active region, the overall gain of

the first order mode would be .

• b* » 0.112 (54)

Fot the TM mode, the'corresponding results are

-1Cj •= 20.96 cm

Xo = XQ - 0.0063 X2 - 0.002

bj =0.108

(55)

. I
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Let us analyse the results..First we see that the gain necessary

to operate the laser in the TM mode is slighly higher (^11) than

the TE mode. This is not experimentally detectable and is probably

overwhelmed by strain effects introduced during the fabrication

and/or bonding of the laser |29-30|. Experimentally we find both

TE and TM operating lasers and in many instances lasers operating

on different polarization. The favoring of the TE mode over the TM

is caused by the fact that the mirror reflectivity is larger for the

mode Fourier components not normal to the mirror (k f-0) thus leading

to an overall smaller mirror loss. The difference-is small because

the mode size is still several times larger than the v?avelengh

inside the device. There is also a slight difference on the TE and

TM wavefunctions. The fact that these wavefunctions are composed

only of even modes is to be expected because of the fact that the

zero order mode is symmetric even after the perturbation.

finally the difference of overall gains (a factor of 10)between

the zero and first order modes is certainly over emphasized by

the assumption of a very sharp boundary between the gain and the

lossy' region. This can be verified by changing slightly the

dimmension of*the gain region, chosing d = 2.60 urn and mantaining

the same values for n and x •• As expected the zeroth order mode is

significantly affected, the gain C, necessary is reduced to 17.80cm

for the TE mode and 18.02 for the TM mode gain. For the first order,

mode the loss however is greatly reduced and when b = 1.000

b? = 0.261 for TE and 0.2S2 for TM, bj is greater for TE because

the non-normal Fourier components are more important for the first

order modes than for the zcroth order one.

In conclusion we find that for the homostructure, although the

classical method does not find the exact wave function, the differ-
2 2ence between the gains b and b.. is even smaller in the y direction.
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i Taking the values of X " 0.83 "ym, « « 3 vm and S «= 8,0 pm for

the stripe width, the following values are obtained for TE modes in

the y direction

• _ ' - V O . O 0 X 2 .

y0 - 0.0010

b 2 . 1 0.520 (56)

C, = .16.11 cm-1

It can be seen that there is no significant difference in the gain

necessary to achieve threshold.

. Finally it should be noted that the field distributions found

corresponds"to the reflected mode right after the mirror and are not

• ;constant< throughout the laser cavity.

. 7. THE DOUBLE HETEROSTRUCTURE LASER

Double heterostructure lasers in general have fields much more

- confined than homostructure laser. There we expect that the mirror

reflectivity plays a more significant role. In fact it is konwn

that the TE-predominance is caused by the higher mirror reflectivity

even though the way the problem is normally solved, by assuming the

laser as a waveguide whose modes are reflected with the same shape

• by a mirror whose reflectivity is averaged over the Fourrier

c.omponcnts, is obviously incorrect.

Even though.the index of refraction cannot be approximated by
2

Eq. (1) in the case of the heterostructure laser , we can get a

2. A correct calculation for doubleheterostructure lasers is being

carried out and its results will be published shortly.
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good idea of the physical picture by assuming the parabolic

approximation but forcing a much'bigger confinment.1

We have carried the calculation with the following data

to = 0.25 ym

d = 0,5 ym

n- = 3.6

L . = 380 pm

C, = 1 2 5 cm
_ i

(57)

and have obtained the following results : at threshold (b = 1.0000)

For the TE mode

C, = 18.70 cm

0.9985 X - 0.1701 Xo - 0.0252 X. +o • 2 4

+ 0.0204

0.142

0.0272 Xg + 0.0198
(5.8)

and for. the TM mode

= 28.68 cm

= 0.9812 X

•^0.1815

- 0.014

-1

0.6475 - 0.0017

- 0.1686 Xg - 0.0928
(59)

As expected, we can see that the gain necessary to achieve

threshold is significantly larger for TM than for TE modes. This

result is consistent with the experimental measurements of the "

difference in threshold of this two polarizations |30|.
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If is interesting to note that the mode field distribution is

significantly altered by the mirror .reflectivity, as can be seen in

Figure 2.. This result has not been observed experimentally because

the resolution of "optical sistems in air is not sufficient to measure

it. To observe it we would have to use an optical system with a high

index of refraction medium. One possibility is the system illustrated

in Fig..3. In this system a laser, with a metalized mirror is

followed by a GaAs micro lens which can have a resolution of about

0.2S urn. This system is then coupled to a conventional optical

system. The mirror has to be metalized so that reflectivity is

assured because the GaAs lens would neutralize the dielectric mirror

reflectivity. Obviously the mirror cannot be observed; a reflectivity

of the order of 95^ to 98*s seems a good compromise being.a good

•approximation of a totally reflective mirror for the laser cavity and

allowing enough light out to be observed. Obviously the experiment

would correspond to a sligh'y different problem than the one solved

above. The field observed Is would correspond to the solution of the
o • *

equations :

(60)

G_. 6, G Gu E. - b.m. p nu b 1 1 (61)

where G. and G have the same definitions of the problem above

and

G ' t - R t
m l •

(62)

for any field distribution with R the reflectivity of the metalic

mirror. .•
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Another point to. stress is that the field distribution calculated

and given in Eqs. (53), (55), (58) and (59) correspond to those just

after the mirror; (E, or E_ in Fig.l). To calculate the field before

the mirror we would have to apply the operator G, which would be

equivalent to multiply each component i by g, (see Eq.34). Thus if

we pick.the TE mode for d = 0.5 vm as given by Eq.(58), the field

before the mirror would be given by:

^ * 1.5849 XQ - 0,0142 X2 - 0.0015 X4

+ 0.0007 X, + 0.0007 Xo + 0.0005 Xn n* O o 1U

(63)

The near field which can be 'observed outside the mirror is given

by

*nf = K (64)

i

or in this case

= 0.5864 X. 0.1559 0.0237

- 0.0197 X, - 0.0265 Xfi - 0.0193 X n no o 1U

(65)

If we compare the differences between the field X given by

Eq. (58) with X^ given by Eq. (63) it is easy to see that X^

deviates much less from the gaussian field distribution X . The

physical-interpretation of the fact is that G, includes a very

strong gain guiding effect so that even though the field entering

the bulk after a mirror reflection is quite different from the

gaussian field distribution, the concentration of gain in the center

region tends to guide the field transforming it into a nearly

gaussian. The non uniform mirror reflectivity exactly cancels the

effect restoring the X -distribution.
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8. "TILTED MIRROR" 'SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

It wasshown by Frescuravet al|28| that fabricating a laser with mirrors

non perpendicular to the laser ..stripe; the non linearity in the laser

output characteristics (the so called "kink") can be pushed to higher

powers or completely eliminated.

The traditional mode calculation methods cannot obviously tackle

this problem. Since the mirror is not perpendicular to the laser mode

propagation direction, obviously it cannot reflect in that direction

the same field distribution it has received. Again the eigenfunctions

of G, are not eigenfunctions of G and thus cannot be of the whole

problem.

Following the same lines of the previous problems treated in this

paper we are determining the gain necessary to achieve threshold and

'the field distribution as a function of the angle between the stripe

a'nd- the mirrors.-The results of this calculations will be published

shortly.

9. CONCLUSIONS.

We have shown that defining a laser mode as an eigenfunction of

an operator equation can allow the solution of many problems which

cannot be solved by conventional methods. Examples were given. The

method is powerful enough to tackle a number of different problems

not or.ly in semiconductor lasers but in any lasers where the modes

cannot be assumed to be determined by either a waveguide confined

by perfect plane mirrors (usual in semiconductor lasers) or by a

cavity with uniform medium inside (usual in gas lasers). The method

Can also be expanded to allow for the gain operator to be dependent

of the optical field to .include saturation effects, spacial hole •

burning etc. .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1 - Schematic view of the fields obtained with the action
2 1

of the operators G. and G . For example : E =. G. E

and E 3 = G E 2 '.m

FI-G. 2 - Plot Qf the field intensity as a function of the

position coordinate x perpendicular to the junction

plane for a laser with an active region of width

d = 0.5 vm. TE and TM correspond respectively to

• electric fields parallel and perpendicular to the

junction plane.

FIG. 3 - As refered to the text in section 7, a GaAs lens is

coupled to a DH laser through"a metalic film so as

to obtain a high resolution image of the optical

' field. The LENS after the device is part of the

. conventional optical measurement system.
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